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Introduction

On the basis of the modern understanding of the anatomical-physiological processes underlying breathing at the time of birth the fetus his lungs are in spavshemsja condition, and larynx, trachea, bronchi and acini, filled with fluid, which allocates epithelium the respiratory tract. The respiratory center is in an inactive state called. It is localized in the area of the bottom IV heart brain and consists of three parts: a woman (develops and supports alternation of inhalation and exhalation), apnojeticheskoj (one long on inspiratoryj spasm), pnevmotaksicheskoj (zjashhee Tormo has an impact on apnojeticheskjuju part). At term, at the time of birth have already formed reflex self-regulation breathing due to pulmonary mechanoreceptors. Depending on the location and nature of sensitivity there are three types:

a) Stretching,
b) Irritantnye,
c) Juxtapapilljarnye

The first are predominantly in the tracheal and bronchial smooth muscle. They are excited when you stretch them to the walls and provide a change of phases of respiration. Irritantnye are located in the mucous epithelium of the trachea and bronchi. They react to irritants and dust particles, performing the protective function of the organism. Juxtapapilljarnye receptors are found in the interstitial tissue of the alveoli and bronchi. They are instituted when the pressure increases in the small circle of blood circulation, as well as at increasing the volume of interstitial fluid [1-3].

Thus, the body of the fetus is prepared for an independent life and waiting for her to start, but it does commit the first breath, and the mother seeks to achieve that goal. With the passage of the fetus on her descent channel occurs and agility his chest compression. This is accomplished by expiration fluid from his Airways, which has a low viscosity and therefore rapidly absorbed immediately...
after his birth. This process has been given a lead role in initiating respiratory Centre and newborn implement first breath [4-7]. Occurrence of air into his airway is facilitated as well and the reduction of the diaphragm is accompanied by the development of the fetus have the negative intrathoracic pressure that promotes the flow of air. Surface on the traction in the alveoli is overcome due to the impact of surfactant. As a result of these processes light and straightened, pulmonary fluid rapidly absorbed lymph and blood vessels. Complete cessation of transplacental blood circulation going to reduce oxygen partial pressure and higher carbon dioxide NJ.

Immediately arises the impulse from the receptors of the aorta and carotid arteries to the respiratory center. Irritation occurs and the cutaneous receptors of the fetus, because at this time changed dramatically Wednesday its Habitat-the transition from the intrauterine existence to stay in atmospheric Wednesday. This is accompanied by additional stimulation of the respiratory Centre. After the first inhalation, all subsequent regulation of respiration is carried out by the Centre with the participation of Central and peripheral chemo receptors, and Central are major, because they support on stojanstvo H+ in the spinal liquid, with CO₂ free coal provides diffundi through the blood-brain barrier. Increase H+ concentration in the spinal fluid stimulates ventilation lungs. Peripheral chemo receptors are sensitive to changes compared to the content of oxygen and carbon dioxide in arterial blood. They are already functionally AK population to the birth of the child. The first breaths cause reflex Herring-Breuer, which manifests itself precisely when you stretch. Impulses of the afferent fibers of the vagus nerves to the respiratory center and arrive in β-respiratory neurons, which in turn inhibit c-respiratory. Breath stops and starts an exhalation. Data reflexes provide normal frequency and depth of breathing, as well as warm hyperextension lung tissue. A certain value in the reflex regulation of breath are proprioceptors of the respiratory muscles-impulses from them comes to the respective motoneuronam of the respiratory muscles, that regulates the force their reductions, if there is any resistance to breathing. Pnevmotaksicheskoy of the respiratory Centre matures only for the first year of the child’s life. This can be explained by the concern expressed by aritmichnost breathing, as well as apnea, which are the most frequent and prolonged in preterm infants at the same time, the lower its body weight, the more often and longer observed apnea. This is illustrated by the lack of maturity of the pnevmotaksicheskoy part of the respiratory Centre. But even more important in the prediction of survival of premature babies is growing rapidly increasing breathing in the first few minutes of life a newborn.

This testimony is insufficient development apnojeticheskoy also part of the respiratory Centre. Found that while still in the mother’s body, the embryo as actively trains their respiratory muscles is periodically reduces the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, mimicking the inhale and exhale. However, okoloplodnaja liquid in the lungs does not arrive, because his voice crack is plugged in firmly state [8-10]. After birth, the newborn oxygen intake and its concentration in the blood is gradually reduced, but CO₂ increases. These changes are registered hemoreceptorami of the respiratory Centre, prompting him to activism. It sends impulses to the breathing muscles, and occurs the first breath. Voice crack expands and air rushes into the lower respiratory tract, and then in the alveoli, smoothed out there. First exhalation accompanied by characteristic cry of the newborn. On the exhale alveoli stick together no longer because this prevents surfak Than. Number of surfactants in preterm infants is not sufficient for proper ventilation.

Therefore, after the birth, there are often various respiratory disorders [3,9,10]. Thus, to initiate breathing Centre are participating, as well as the reflex humoral factors, but the mechanism first breaths of the embryo is not fully revealed, and without this process, his life will not take place. For example, what mechanism first breaths in the fetus, if it was removed from the uterus through the abdominal wall (i.e. it does not pass through the birth canal), as well as premature and an embryo, if he had no peremehazhajushhego of constriction of the chest. Hence, there is another factor that plays a more important role in inhibiting the respiratory Centre of the embryo and in the implementation of the first breaths while reducing its impact on the Centre. In the inner fetal Wednesday has such substance is endorphins. It is now established that the pituitary gland produces beta-lipotrofin from which neurons in the brain synthesizes opiatopodobnoe substance called endorphins [6]. This substance decreases pain and affect the emotional state of a person.

Increased or slowing down this “joy” hormone regulates the hippocampus. It also carries out its functional activity creates emotional comfort to the feeling of happiness and delight. Endorphins begin back in the mother’s body, and he runs the stirrings, embryo mechanism motion Analyzer. There is no doubt that the true factor in fetal blockade respiratory Centre is the substance. After all, external analogue available Wednesday endorphin is morphine. Their effect on the human body is well known and it coincides with the above properties of endorphin. There is evidence of inhibition of morphine respiratory Centre, up to a full stop. However, in the medical literature of its analogue-endorphins in the mechanism of the first breaths of the fetus is not mentioned. This prompted us to take a fresh look at the mechanism of the first breath of a newborn. It is possible that endorphin is the main physiological factor in the anatomical mechanism first inhaling not only in mammals, but creatures born from eggs (birds, reptiles, etc.). This hypothesis is not only informative, but also of practical interest, because sometimes there is outwardly healthy mjortvorozhdenie the fetus, but without raspravennyh the lungs, and remains unclear the cause of this deadly disease. And maybe this death to blame the high concentration of endorphin in neurons of the respiratory Centre, which during childbirth has not decreased and did not allow the embryo to make the first breath? If
this version is correct, then you need to develop a system of data-saving activities.

Material and Methods

In clinical practice, we have repeatedly encountered torpidnym action of opiates (morphine) on the respiratory center patients. The latest incident took place about 5 years ago. 78 years after a patient at acute cholecystitis, the insistent request of the daughters (for pain relief) young surgeon was appointed morphine at a dose of 1 ml, and immediately stop breathing occurred (without oppression of consciousness). To save the patient needed a managed hardware breath.

The Result of the

Hardware breathing patient lasted 5 days. Consciousness was retained. During this time, several times tried to restore independent breathing, but this could not be done. Did not help and respiratory analeptic. On the fifth day (the next disconnection apparatus) convulsive breaths came to fruition. Function of the respiratory Centre, kakonec-what is recovered. This physiological process patient was identical to the mechanism of the first breath of a newborn. This idea has led to the involvement and endorphin to the anatomical-physiological mechanism of the first breath of a newborn fetus.

Discussion

When analyzing the clinical symptoms described observations and taking into account the data of the literature on jendorfinu and opiates, it can be assumed that the patient initially occurred summation steps substances oppressive breathing Center, and he blocked and then recovered, but only after lowering the concentrations of these substances in its neurons and across internal Wednesday. The same thing happens in the embryo, which is located in the cavity of the uterus. His breathing Center blocks the endorphins. All other factors become apparent only after his birth. Endorphins, which in the blood in the embryo has a constant and adequate concentration, at the time of birth is dramatically reduced. Endorphins, which in the blood in the embryo has a constant and adequate concentration, at the time of birth is dramatically reduced. Lowering the same endorphin comes from changing Habitat and occurrence of fetal Wednesday mass irritants. Yell all the children, so they are all in the mother's body are influenced by the “hormone of joy”. Its concentration varies, which affects the behavior of a newborn fetus. If a child was found “coveted” it calm, and if not, vice versa, that is, it captures the mood of the parents in the real appearance of themselves in their life, it wants to save and develop endorphin intensifies. One has to remember, if the embryo was under the influence of opiatopodobnogo substances in the future, living in atmospheric Wednesday, he can easily “remember” this euphoria from contact with morphine, heroin and other drugs. Parents must be informed in this regard.

Conclusion

Endorphins can be attributed to the endogenous substances that the body creates an embryo to suppress the respiratory Centre. He participates in the first breath of the fetus. All other physiological factors of respiratory function after birth the fetus.
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